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HarperCollins Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 208 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in.
x 6.0in. x 0.8in.Antonio Esfandiari, a rising star of the World Poker Tour and one of professional
pokers best players presents championship strategies for winning Texas Holdem Cash Games. This
follow and ndash;up to Wpt: Shuffle Up and Deal from poker professional Antonio Esfandiari with
contributions from other stars of the World Poker Tour provides the next level of poker strategies
and insights for todays poker players. Cash Games are the most commonly played version of Texas
Holdem; in fact at this very moment thousands are playing this non and ndash;tournament style of
Holdem in casinos, home games and online. This will be a must have for all poker enthusiasts.
Esfandiari is a regular at the biggest poker game in the world at Las Vegas Bellagio The World
Poker Tour is the most popular show in the history of the Travel Channel. The series has
revolutionized televised poker by offering expert analysis, and varying camera angles and close and
ndash;ups of the players hole cards, creating a whole new brand of high and ndash;tech, high and
ndash;stakes, high and ndash;anxiety entertainment. More than one in five Americans is a...
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Reviews
A really awesome pdf with lucid and perfect information. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am just e ortlessly could get a satisfaction of reading a
composed book.
-- Cla udine Jer de
This publication is wonderful. it was actually writtern very completely and beneficial. You may like the way the writer compose this publication.
-- Pr of. Aisha Mosciski PhD
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